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The Development of a Biologically Inspired Propulsor
for Unmanned Underwater Vehicles

James Louis Tangorra, Member, IEEE, S. Naomi Davidson, Ian W. Hunter, Peter G. A. Madden, George V. Lauder,
Haibo Dong, Meliha Bozkurttas, and Rajat Mittal

Abstract—Fish are remarkable in their ability to maneuver
and to control their body position. This ability is the result of the
coordinated movement of fins which extend from the body and
form control surfaces that can create and vector forces in 3-D.
We have embarked on a research program designed to develop a
maneuvering propulsor for unmanned undersea vehicles (UUVs)
that is based on the pectoral fin of the bluegill sunfish. For this,
the anatomy, kinematics, and hydrodynamics of the sunfish pec-
toral fin were investigated experimentally and through the use of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. These studies
identified that the kinematics of the sunfish pectoral fin are very
complex and are not easily described by traditional “rowing”-
and “flapping”-type kinematics. A consequence of the complex
motion is that the pectoral fin can produce forward thrust during
both its outstroke (abduction) and instroke (adduction), and while
doing so generates only small lateral and lift forces. The results
of the biological studies were used to guide the design of robotic
pectoral fins which were built as experimental devices and used
to investigate the mechanisms of thrust production and control.
Because of a design that was based heavily on the anatomy of the
sunfish fin, the robotic pectoral fins had the level of control and
degrees of freedom necessary to reproduce many of the complex
fin motions used by the sunfish during steady swimming. These
robotic fins are excellent experimental tools, and are an important
first step towards developing propulsive devices that will give the
next generation of UUVs the ability to produce and control thrust
like highly maneuverable fish.

Index Terms—Autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV),
biorobotic, design, drag, pectoral fin, robotic, thrust, unmanned
underwater vehicle (UUV).
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Fig. 1. Bluegill sunfish with right pectoral fin extended.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE use of unmanned undersea vehicles (UUVs) for
underwater surveillance, salvage, research, and military

missions is becoming increasingly common. The maneuver-
ability and control of UUVs during such operations is an
obvious concern. Typically, UUVs have rigid bodies, are driven
using propellers, and produce their maneuvering forces with
rigid control surfaces that are effective only when the flow of the
water past the UUV exceeds a minimum velocity. In contrast,
fish, which are remarkable in their ability to maneuver and to
control their body position, have, with few exceptions, flexible
bodies, and use flexible fins that are actively controlled to make
the appropriate movement and assume the appropriate shape
for generating the forces required by a particular situation (e.g.,
maneuvers, hovering, high-speed stability, and braking) [1],
[2]. Recently, some UUVs have been built which use oscillating
foils that approximate the rowing and flapping movements
exhibited by the fins of some marine animals [3]–[5]. Nonethe-
less, the complexity of motion, degrees of freedom, and level
of control that are associated with fish swimming have yet
to be matched and exploited by an engineered system for the
maneuvering and propulsion of UUVs.

We have undertaken a research program designed to develop
a maneuvering propulsor for UUVs that is based on the pec-
toral fin of the bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus, Fig. 1).
Bluegill sunfish are highly maneuverable bony fishes that have
been the subject of numerous experimental analyses of loco-
motor function [6]–[9]. Although swimming generally involves
the coordinated movement of many fin surfaces, the sunfish
is capable of propulsion and maneuvering using almost exclu-
sively the pectoral fins. They are able to hover, brake, spin along
their long axis, execute yaw maneuvers, and propel themselves

0364-9059/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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forward and backwards at low speeds [10], [11]. These abilities
are the direct result of the pectoral fins being highly conformable
control surfaces that can create and vector thrust in 3-D. It is be-
lieved that by understanding these complex, highly controlled
movements, and by borrowing appropriately from the pectoral
fin’s design, a human engineered propulsor can be developed to
provide UUVs multidirectional thrust generation and superior
levels of control.

This research program is using a four-part approach in the
analysis and design of a propulsor based on principles derived
from bluegill pectoral fin function. First, a detailed, biological
study of the pectoral fin’s anatomy, its mechanical properties,
and the 3-D kinematics exhibited during locomotion were con-
ducted. Second, the hydrodynamics of fins on freely swimming
fishes was studied experimentally and through computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations to estimate the hydrodynamic
forces and to characterize the flow and vortex patterns created by
the fin. Third, robotic prototypes of the fin are being developed
that can reproduce many of the complex motions used by the
fin for propulsion and maneuvering. These prototypes are being
used to understand better how the fin produces and controls its
hydrodynamic forces, and to experiment with manufacturing,
control, and actuation methods. Fourth, a suite of conducting
polymer materials is being developed that will be incorporated
as actuators, structural components, and power delivery mech-
anisms. It is recognized that to achieve a level of performance
equal, or superior, to that of the fish fin, the final design will re-
quire actuators and actively controlled materials with properties
and performance characteristics that exceed those of traditional
devices [12].

This paper concentrates on the design and performance of our
first generation biorobotic pectoral fins. The methods and results
of the biologic and hydrodynamic studies that were used to in-
form the design are presented only briefly. The primary goal
for this first prototype was to develop a device that produced a
range of motions similar to that of the bluegill pectoral fin so that
the mechanisms that contribute to the production and control of
thrust could be better understood. A biorobotic fin was devel-
oped that borrowed from, but did not mimic, the architecture of
the bluegill pectoral fin (Figs. 1 and 2). Flexible, bilaminar fin
rays were embedded in a compliant webbing material that re-
sembled the shape of the bluegill pectoral fin. The fin rays were
seated onto a compliant base that acted as both a structural sup-
port and a hinge about which the fin rays could be moved. The
fin rays were actuated via nylon tendons driven by servomotors.
By using a compliant-mechanism-based design and fin rays that
gave active control over the fin’s shape, the biorobotic fin had
the degrees of freedom and surface conformability required to
reproduce sufficiently the complex fin motions that the bluegill
sunfish uses during propulsion and maneuvering.

This paper is intended to serve as an introductory paper to
a series of focused studies that will more rigorously address
aspects of the biorobotic pectoral fin and its performance. A
second generation fin design that is slightly less complex and
that has more constraints on its motion has been developed and
is being tested using experimental and numerical flow visu-
alizations [e.g., particle image velocimetry (PIV) and CFD].
Hydrodynamic studies are being conducted to investigate how

Fig. 2. (a) Biorobotic pectoral fin and (b) the fin mounted to an air-bearing
carriage and placed in a testing tank. The fin web is 125 mm along the dorsal
(right) edge, 85 mm along the ventral edge, and when relaxed, 55 mm across the
base and 70 mm between the lateral tips of the ventral and dorsal edges. Web
thickness ranges from approximately 1.0 mm between fin rays to 1.8 mm at, and
including, the fin rays.

specific movements of the fin and the fin’s spatially varying flex-
ibility affect the resultant hydrodynamics and energy require-
ments. These results will be presented in future articles together
with companion CFD analyses that allow us to more confidently
attribute hydrodynamic events to particular characteristics of the
fin and its motions.

II. KINEMATICS, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, AND

HYDRODYNAMICS

The fins of swimming marine animals have been the subject
of many studies and have been used as inspiration for the devel-
opment of fin-like propulsive and maneuvering foils for aquatic
vehicles [3]–[5]. The kinematics of how fins are employed in na-
ture [11], [13] and the forces and fluid dynamics of biomimetic
foils have been studied extensively [14]–[19]. In these studies,
fins are modeled generally as foils or paddles, with unsteady,
oscillatory motions that are composed of a pitch about the fin’s
spanwise axis, a heave in the vertical, and a fore and aft rowing
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Fig. 3. Conformations of the sunfish pectoral fin at four times during the fin beat during steady swimming (top four images). The time stamp indicates the time
within the fin’s 0.50-s fin beat, and the number in parenthesis represent the decimal fraction of the fin cycle, with 1.00 representing the full cycle. The grayscale
code reflects the distance from the body with darker gray indicating positions further from the fish body. Conformations of the fin for POD mode 1 are shown in
the bottom four figures. The fin is shown from a perspective similar to that for images of the robotic fin during experimental testing.

Fig. 4. Fin rays. (left) Schematic of the fish fin ray and (center and right) the fin rays for the biorobotic fin. Each fin ray in the sunfish possesses two segmented
halves (hemitrichs) that are controlled by two pairs of muscles. The anatomy is approximated in the biorobotic fin rays which were manufactured using stereo
lithography. A displacement of one hemitrich’s base relative to the other by approximately 1.0 mm results in the deflection of the fin ray tip by approximately
35.0 mm.

motion. The motion of the bluegill sunfish pectoral fin, however,
is very different from the simplified models that have been used
as the basis for propulsors. The motions are highly complex and
the kinematics and resultant fluid mechanics do not lend them-
selves easily to an analysis based on the pitching and heaving of
a foil or the rowing of a paddle.

A. Kinematics

The motion of the sunfish pectoral fin during free swimming
was studied by filming the fish with two spatially calibrated,
high-speed video cameras, and by creating 3-D digital recon-
structions of the fin’s movements [20]. The high-speed video
and digital reconstructions made clear that pectoral fin motion
in 3-D is very complex and involves the following: 1) the si-
multaneous movement of the upper and lower edges of the fin
away from the body, forming two simultaneous leading edges
[Fig. 3(A1) and (A2)], 2) a strong cupping of the fin as it moves

away from the body (abduction) [Fig. 3(B1) and (B2)], 3) a
wave of bending that moves spanwise along the upper edge of
the fin at a velocity higher than the free-stream flow velocity,
4) a dimpling of the fin’s upper surface behind the leading edge
[Fig. 3(C1) and (C2)], 5) a reorientation of the fin base and ro-
tation of the fin, and 6) significant area changes during the cycle
of the fin beat.

B. Mechanical Properties

The sunfish pectoral fin is composed of 14 bony fin rays sand-
wiched between two layers of a thin, compliant membrane. The
fin rays have two halves, called hemitrichs, which can slide rel-
ative to each other like the halves of a bilaminar strip (Fig. 4).
The hemitrichs are made of bony segments which are connected
by collagen fibers [11], [21]. The mechanical properties of the
fin rays were quantified by conducting three point and cantilever
bending tests on individual fin rays and by measuring the force
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Fig. 5. (a) View from behind the fish, with the cupped pectoral fins moving
away from the body. (b) DPIV image representing the sections of the fish shown
by white lines in (a). The DPIV data show two large simultaneous leading edge
vortices (LEV) on the upper and lower leading edges of the cupped fin.

and displacement that occurred at the ray tip as a result of force
and displacement applied at the fin base. The modulus of elas-
ticity for the composite fin ray structure, in all areas, was on
the order of Pa, and varied by as much as 12 times
between the tip and base of a fin ray. This value is similar to
that of human tendons, and reflects that collagen fibers, which
connect the segments within each hemitrich, are the mechanism
that resists the bending of the fin ray. Flexural stiffness, which
is the modulus of elasticity times the area moment of inertia,
varied by up to 7.5 times along a ray, with the distal end being
less stiff than the base of the fin ray, and by up to 32 times be-
tween rays. Representative results for the flexural stiffness of a
fin ray near the middle of the fin were N m proxi-
mally and N m distally. The measurements of the
force input at the base to output at the tip revealed a 30 : 1 ratio,
which reflects that the primary role of the fin rays is that of a
displacement transducer. Small displacements at the base lead
to large displacements at the tip.

The stress–strain characteristics of the fin’s membrane were
determined by conducting uniaxial tensile tests on sections of
the membrane with dimensions of approximately

mm that were removed from between adjacent fin rays.
The stress–strain curve for the webbing exhibited a “J” shaped
curve similar to that of other bioviscoelastic materials with a
modulus of elasticity that ranged from approximately
to Pa.

C. Hydrodynamics

The hydrodynamics of the pectoral fin were studied experi-
mentally using stereo digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV)
[22]. The DPIV data demonstrated that during steady propul-
sion two simultaneous vortices were created along the upper
and lower leading edges as the fin moved away from the fish
body (Fig. 5). The pectoral fin assumed a cupped conforma-
tion, and the active lateral movement of the upper and lower
fin edges produced a distinct pair of attached vortices, with the
upper vortex being of greater strength than the lower. During
maneuvering, the data showed that the lower leading edge can
move away from the body before the upper leading edge, and
generate a much stronger vorticity early in the fin beat than the
upper edge. This was typically seen during maneuvers by the

fish where the fin was moved to cause the center of mass of the
fish to move downward.

High-fidelity numerical simulations of the pectoral fin of
a sunfish in steady forward motion were used to examine
key hydrodynamic features and the thrust performance of the
pectoral fin. Fin motions digitized from the high-speed record-
ings were used for the simulations. The computer modeling
employs a recently developed Cartesian-grid-based immersed
boundary solver that performs both direct numerical simula-
tions (DNS) and large eddy simulations (LES) of flow past
highly deformable solid bodies and membrane-like structures
as in the fish fin [23]–[26]. Comprehensive experimental and
numerical studies were carried out to validate the accuracy of
the methods and demonstrated that the results of the simulation
were independent of the resolution of the grid and the size of
the domain [27], [28].

The CFD simulations matched most of the key topological
features seen in the DPIV even though the kinematic data that
was analyzed with the CFD were not measured simultaneously
with the DPIV measurements. The CFD simulations showed
that a complex system of vortices was generated by the fin as
it moved through a complete fin beat cycle. Consistent with the
DPIV, the simulation predicted the development of a strong tip
vortex and leading edge vortices created by the upper and lower
leading edges of the fin during both the outstroke from the body
and the return of the fin to the body (instroke). This supported
the experimental observations that the cupping motion rapidly
accelerates the upper and lower edges of the fin and causes the
formation of two tip vortices, with the upper being stronger than
the lower. The CFD simulations also provided a clear view of
the evolution of the vortex structures in the wake.

The hydrodynamic forces produced by the fin were estimated
using CFD analysis. Thrust, lift, and spanwise force coefficients
are shown in Fig. 6. Note that the positive thrust is produced
during all phases of the fin beat, peaks of thrust occur during
both fin abduction and adduction, and at no time does the fin
produce a net drag force. The existence of the two positive thrust
peaks was verified by calculating the acceleration of the fish
from high-resolution videos of the fish’s movement and by using
DPIV data to calculate the force produced by the fin from the
change in the momentum of the flow past the fish. This behavior
is very different from that observed for canonical rigid flapping
foils where drag is usually produced during some phases of the
fin beat cycle [18], [25], [29], [30]. The peak magnitudes of the
transverse components (lift and spanwise force) are comparable
and even somewhat smaller than the peak thrust force. This was
unexpected since existing data on flapping foils show that the
peak thrust is significantly smaller than the lift force [18], [25],
[29], [31], [32]. This is significant in that it implies that this fin
motion produces low parasitic forces translating into higher ef-
ficiencies, lower bending moments on the fin, and smaller body
oscillations. The mean values of these force components over
one cycle of fin motion are also small, 0.24 for the lift coeffi-
cient and 0.19 for the spanwise force coefficient, as compared
to 1.29 for the thrust coefficient. The low mean transverse forces
are indicative of the exquisite station-keeping ability of these
animals.
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Fig. 6. The coefficients of (a) thrust, (b) lift, and (c) spanwise force predicted for the pectoral fin using CFD. Results for the fin’s complete motion (solid) and for
POD mode 1 (long dashed), and POD modes 1 + 2 + 3 (dotted).

Fig. 7. Normalized singular and cumulative values for the 19 orthogonal POD
modes that comprise the pectoral fin’s complete motion.

D. Low-Dimensional Models of Pectoral Fin Kinematics

The kinematics of the sunfish pectoral fin were highly com-
plex and did not lend themselves easily to an analysis based
on flapping/rowing/paddling kinematics or lift/drag-based
propulsive mechanisms. Instead, a more general framework
was needed to extract essential features of the fin’s gait and to
make an intuitive connection between the fin’s movements and
its hydrodynamics. Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD)
[33] was employed to describe the dominant dynamics of the
system. It decomposes the motion of a system into orthogonal
components that can be studied individually and recombined
to reproduce the complete motion of the fin. In this analysis, a
full cycle of the fin’s motion was described by 20 distinct time
frames, and at every time frame the surface data was repre-
sented using 280 nodal points in 3-D space. The displacement
of every node at each of the time frames was inserted into a
matrix and subjected to a singular value decomposition (SVD)
analysis which decomposed the fin beat into 19 distinct modes.
The singular value spectrum for the fin kinematics is shown
in Fig. 7 along with a cumulative plot for the same data. The
modes were normalized by the sum of all modes.

The gaits extracted by the POD analysis were then subjected
to CFD analysis. Of the 19 modes, we focused on the first three,
because together they accounted for over 67% of the variance
in the fin’s total motion and were highly distinct and relatively
easy to interpret. Mode 1 was a “cup and sweep” motion where
the fin cups forward about its spanwise axis as it sweeps away
(abducts) from the fish’s body (Fig. 3). This mode leads to a
rapid acceleration of the upper and lower leading edges. An es-
timate of the forces produced by Mode 1 showed that this cup-
ping motion is instrumental in the production of positive thrust
as the fin sweeps forward during the outstroke (Fig. 6). Mode
2 was a “rotation and expansion” where the fin rotates at the
base by a few degrees during the outstroke and then expands to
present a larger surface area during the instroke. Mode 3 was
a rapid “flick” of the spanwise tip of the fin [28]. CFD simu-
lations of gaits made by combining Modes 1 and 2 and Modes
1, 2, and 3 were also carried out. The simulation results showed
that a fin motion made by combining these first three orthogonal
modes would generate 92% of the thrust produced by the fin’s
complete motion.

Despite the complexity of the movements exhibited by the
sunfish pectoral fin, the POD analysis indicated that it is likely
unnecessary for the biorobotic fin to replicate the entire fin mo-
tion. The CFD simulations indicated that the cupping of the
leading edges as the fin moved away from the fish body was
instrumental in producing thrust during the fin’s outstroke, and
that a majority of the thrust produced by the pectoral fin could
be made using motions captured in the first few POD modes.

III. DESIGN OF THE BIOROBOTIC FIN

A. Design Requirements

Requirements established for the biorobotic fin’s design and
function were based on the results of the biological studies and
on the understanding that the fin’s motion and its ability to pro-
duce thrust could be approximated sufficiently using a small
number of simple component motions. The biorobotic fin must
have two leading edges that could be controlled independently.
This was important for the formation and control of leading edge
vortices and for creating the cupped shape of the fin. The fin
must be flexible so that its area could increase during the fin’s in-
stroke and so that the effects of the dynamic interaction between
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the fin’s structure and the fluid could be explored and exploited.
Like the fin of the sunfish, the flexibility of the biorobotic fin
should increase from the base to the distal end and the base
should allow for a small amount of reorientation. In addition to
being flexible, the fin should incorporate fin-ray-like structures
that would provide active control over the stiffness and curva-
ture of the webbing [21].

Based on the aforementioned requirements, and on the mo-
tions described in the first three POD modes, four component
motions were defined for the biorobotic fin to be able to perform
and to combine to create complex swimming and maneuvering
strokes. The most basic motion is a sweeping of the fin away
from the body and into the flow (outstroke, abduction) and then
back to the body (instroke, adduction). This movement estab-
lishes the fundamental fin beat onto which the other component
motions are added. The second motion is a cupping of the fin’s
dorsal and ventral leading edges towards the fin’s midline. The
third motion is an expansion of the fin in the plane of the fin to
increase the surface area. The final motion is a curl about the
fin’s chord by bending the distal end towards the fin base. This
curl can be used to change the curvature and the stiffness of the
fin.

B. Fin Design

The basic design of the biorobotic fin consists of several fin
rays embedded in a thin urethane webbing (Fig. 2). The bases
of the fin rays are attached to a compliant base mechanism that
serves as a hinge and the structural support for the fin rays. The
base mechanism is clamped into a rigid foundation plate that is
attached to an array of servomotors (model HS645MG, Hitec
RCD USA, Inc., Poway, CA). The servomotors actuate each of
the fin rays individually via nylon “tendons” (Gel spun 35-lb
test, The Orvis Company, Inc., Manchester, VT) that attach to
the bases of each fin ray and that are guided through passages
in the foundation plate.

The webbing was designed as a pleated membrane with a
shape similar to that of the biological fin. Pleats are incorpo-
rated into the membrane so that the webbing can be expanded
to increase the fin’s surface area. The linear dimensions of the
webbing are approximately three times that of a sunfish pectoral
fin, and when the fin is expanded its area increases by approxi-
mately 20%. Flat and wavy webbings were tried in addition to
the pleated design. Although very flexible and capable of high
strains, the flat webs were too stiff to be stretched easily by the
fin rays. The wavy webs looked more natural than the square
pleats, but did not create as large an area change when expanded.
To investigate how webbing stiffness affected the controllability
of the fin and its ability to produce force, webs were cast using
several urethanes (VytaFlex 10, VytaFlex20, and Evergreen 10;
Smooth-On Inc., Easton, PA) with elastic moduli that ranged
from approximately 0.10 to 0.15 MPa.

The fin rays (Figs. 2 and 4) serve as the fin’s structural mem-
bers and allow the fin’s surface to be actively curved and its
stiffness modulated. The top half to one third of each fin ray is a
single element, with a notched profile and rectangular cross sec-
tion that at its maximum is approximately 3.0 0.5 mm . The
lower portion of each fin ray is split into two halves (hemitrichs),
each with a rectangular cross section of approximately 4.0

Fig. 8. (a) Compliant base mechanism and (b) rigid foundation plate. The base
fits into the foundation plate so that the cross on each piece is aligned. The rect-
angular channels in the rigid foundation plate serve as passages for the tendons
that connect the fin ray bases to the servomotors.

0.5 mm . The lengths of the fin rays range from 85 to 135 mm.
The longest ray supports the fin’s dorsal edge and the smallest
supports the ventral edge. At the bottom of the hemitrichs are
the fin ray bases which allow the fin rays to be seated onto the
compliant base mechanism. The fin ray bases are kept in contact
with the base mechanism by tendons tied to holes in the bases.
Like that for fin rays in teleost fishes [21], the curvature and stiff-
ness of the fin rays can be controlled by displacing one of the
bases relative to the other and sliding the two hemitrichs past one
another (Fig. 4). Copper bands are used to keep the hemitrichs
from bowing outward when the fin ray bases are displaced. The
bands serve a similar role to the transverse fibers that connect
opposite hemisegments in fish fin rays [21]. The fin rays were
manufactured using a 3-D stereolithography printer (Viper Si2,
3D Systems Corporation, Rock Hill, SC), and were made from
an ultraviolet cured resin (Accura SI 40 Nd, 3D Systems Cor-
poration, Rock Hill, SC), which when cured had approximately
a tensile strength of 74.0 MPa and a modulus of elasticity of
3.0 GPa.

The complaint base mechanism and rigid foundation plate
(Fig. 8) serve a similar role as the fibrous cartilage pad, radial
bones, and scapula of the sunfish pectoral fin [11]—they sup-
port the fin rays and serve as a joint about which the fin rays
are moved. The use of a compliant structure, rather than a rigid
hinged mechanism with defined planes of motion, allowed for
the fin rays to be supported, to have many degrees of freedom,
and for the component motions (sweep, curl, cupping, and ex-
pansion) to be effectively uncoupled without needing a particu-
larly complex design. The base mechanism comprises the head
and neck elements attached to a segmented body. The head sup-
ports the fin ray’s two bases, and allows each base to be dis-
placed so that the curvature of the fin ray can be controlled.
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Fig. 9. Tendon actuation. This schematic illustrates how the tendons act upon
the fin ray bases to produce (a) expansion, (b) curl, and (c) sweep. The smaller
arrows represent directions of motion.

Small, vertical sleeves on the sides of each head help prevent the
fin rays from being pulled laterally off the heads. The neck ele-
ments are designed to bend primarily about the -axis, which is
defined as the axis that runs laterally through the base. Bending
about this axis sweeps the fin rays back and forth, which simu-
lates the adduction and abduction of the sunfish fin. The necks
are attached to the segmented body, which is designed to flex
primarily about the vertical -axis along thin sections that con-
nect each of the body segments. The bending of the segmented
body around the -axis causes the fin to cup about its span. This
is similar to the radial bones in the sunfish pectoral fin which
resist -direction forces, but can be rotated and shifted in posi-
tion. The segmented body and necks can also be flexed about the

-axis, which runs horizontally in and out of the base. This mo-
tion causes the fin rays to either spread apart or get closer, and
enlarges or reduces the surface area of the fin. The compliant
base mechanism was cast in a urethane with a tensile strength of
approximately 6.1 MPa and an average modulus of elasticity of
approximately 1.2 MPa (VytaFlex 60, Smooth-On Inc., Easton,
PA). The foundation plate and the molds for the compliant base
were designed using computer-aided design (Solid Edge, UGS
Corporation, Plano, TX), and manufactured using 3-D stere-
olithography.

C. Actuation of Component Motions

The tendon’s attachment to the fin ray base and the direction
that the tendon pulled on the fin ray were critical to producing
the four component motions (Figs. 9 and 10). The directions of
the lines of force through which the tendons acted were dictated
by the location of the tendon’s attachment point(s) and the po-
sitioning of the passages in the foundation plate through which
the tendons passed. Small changes in how a tendon pulled on
the fin ray base had a significant impact on how well a motion
was actuated.

The sweep of each fin ray was actuated via two tendons, one
attached to each half of the fin ray’s base [Fig. 9(c)] and driven
by a single servomotor. The fin rays were swept forward simply
by pulling the tendon connected to the forward-facing ray base
and swept back by pulling on the rear-facing ray base. The ar-
rangement is analogous to an agonist/antagonist pair of tendons,
with the exception that the tendons were connected to a single

Fig. 10. Component motions: (a) expansion, (b) curl, (c) relaxed, and (d) cup-
ping. Black lines were drawn on the lateral edges of the fin to aid in the visual-
ization of the fin’s shape.

motor that could pull in both directions, rather than requiring
individual muscles to activate each direction.

To expand the fin, tendons were attached to the fin ray bases,
lateral to each ray’s midline [Figs. 9(a) and 10(a)]. When pulled,
the tendons caused the fin rays to rotate outward and the base
mechanism to bend about the local -axis. One servomotor was
used to expand the entire fin.

The curl of each fin ray was also activated using two tendon
attachments and a single motor; however, the attachment to the
fin ray base was made so that the primary action was to move
two halves of the fin ray base relative to each other, rather than
to pull the fin ray forward or back [Figs. 9(b) and 10(b)]. Each
curl tendon was attached to both halves of the fin ray base. When
put in tension, the two halves of the base were first pulled to-
wards each other and held tightly against the head of the com-
pliant base mechanism. This increased the stiffness of the fin ray
by preventing either half of the base from moving freely. Fur-
ther tightening of the curl tendon could cause the fin ray to be
pulled forward, as in a sweep motion, but this movement could
be prevented by opposing the motion with the appropriate sweep
tendon. When the movement was held in check, the curl tendon
could be pulled so that the front hemitrich was pulled down,
the back hemitrich pulled up, and the fin ray curved forward.
The sweep and curl motors had to be operated synchronously to
maintain curl in a fin ray as the ray was swept forward.

Several other arrangements for the actuation of sweep and
curl were tried in other versions of the fin. The most intuitive ar-
rangement had tendons arranged as an agonist/antagonist pair,
one attached to each side of the fin ray. Curl was produced by
shifting one tendon relative to the other and sweep was produced
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by moving the tendons synchronously. However, this arrange-
ment tended to cause the neck of the base mechanism to col-
lapse, as the lines of force were more downward than forward.

Cupping was actuated independently for the dorsal and ven-
tral halves of the fin using two servomotors. Tendons were at-
tached to the rear base of the dorsal and ventral fin rays to a
hole that was lateral to the fin ray’s midline. The tendons were
drawn forward and into a passage at the centerline of the foun-
dation plate. When pulled, the tendons caused the dorsal and
ventral fin rays to rotate and twist the sides of the fin forward,
and then to move forward and medially until they touched at the
fin midline [Fig. 10(d)].

IV. EXPERIMENTATION

Four versions of the biorobotic fin were constructed and eval-
uated to assess their ability to produce the four component mo-
tions, and to understand how each of the component motions
contributed to the production of thrust and drag. The design,
shape, and size of each prototype fin were very similar. The
baseline prototype had five fin rays and had its webbing cast
from VytaFlex 10. A second version used the same materials
and construction, but had only four fin rays. This was done to
increase the flexibility of the fin by increasing the amount of
webbing between fin rays, and to investigate if the cupping mo-
tion could be improved by reducing the congestion of tendons,
fin ray bases, and head and neck components at the base of the
fin. In the third version, the passive stiffness of the fin was re-
duced by decreasing the thickness of each fin ray hemitrich and
by reducing the length of the two halves before they merged
into the single element at fin ray’s distal end. The fourth ver-
sion of the fin used a stiffer urethane (VytaFlex 20) for the web-
bing material and was used to investigate the effect of webbing
compliance.

Each fin and actuator assembly was attached to a carriage
that was mounted to the top of a rectangular water tank (Fig. 2).
When on the carriage, the fin could be positioned through

60 pitch and 360 yaw and be lowered into the tank so
that it was submerged completely. The carriage rested on preci-
sion air bushings (New Way S301301, New Way Air Bearings,
Aston, PA), and could either translate fore and aft or be fixed
against an s-beam load cell (Futek L2357, Futek Advanced
Senor Technology, Irvine, CA) so that the force produced by
the fin could be measured. The arrangement of the biorobotic
fin in the tank can be imagined to represent a fish swimming on
its side near the water’s surface. During the outstroke portion
of the fin beat, the fin moves away from the fish’s body until it
extends into the water and points towards the floor of the tank.
During the instroke, the fin is brought back towards the surface
until it lies horizontally against the fish body.

The force produced by the biorobotic fin along the -axis
(fore and aft) was measured as the fin was cycled between ap-
proximately 0 (horizontal) and 90 (vertical). The fin’s move-
ments were created using a basic sweep motion, and then by
adding combinations of curl, expansion, and cupping to sweep.
Simple sinusoids were used to drive the sweep, curl, and expan-
sion motions at 0.60 Hz. This frequency is approximately one
third the flapping frequency used by the sunfish, and was se-
lected so that the robotic fin, which is approximately three times

Fig. 11. Forces created by the baseline, five-ray fin. (a) Force created by the fin
using the sweep motion when the fin was cycled through 90 from the horizontal
to the vertical (solid), and through 60 centered about 45 (dashed). (b) Force
created by the fin using a 60 sweep plus: curl (thin solid), expansion (dashed),
and both curl and expansion (thick solid). A summary of the forces and impulses
for the baseline fin is shown in Table I, in the rows labeled fin A.

the length of a sunfish fin, would have a Strouhal number sim-
ilar to that of the sunfish fin at similar flow rates. Cupping was
activated using a square wave. The use of sinusoids, rather than
a signal that had a velocity profile shaped to improve thrust and
reduce drag, made it easier to compare the effect that different
fin conformations had on thrust. Since the commanded velocity
was the same on the outstroke and instroke, changes in force
were related directly to changes in the fin’s shape and its effect
on the water. All tests were conducted without a free-stream cur-
rent in the tank.

Data were collected at 200 Hz using a National Instruments
6062-E data acquisition board (National Instruments Corpora-
tion, Austin, TX). Representative results for the force produced
during a single stroke cycle (instroke, outstroke) were made by
averaging the force in five stroke cycles, and then by lowpass
filtering the averaged result at 10 Hz. The lowpass filter was
designed using the Kaiser window method to have a passband
frequency of 10 Hz, a stopband frequency of 12 Hz, and a peak
error of [34]. The data were processed using applications
written in Mathcad 11 (Mathsoft Corporation, Cambridge, MA).

The effectiveness of the fin at producing thrust was evaluated
by calculating the impulse imparted on the water by the fin in
the -direction. The impulse, which equals the change in mo-
mentum of the water, was approximated using ,
where is the net impulse, is the sampling period, and is
the force created by the fin in the -direction sampled at time

.
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Fig. 12. Images from a video of the four-ray fin conducting a simple sweep motion. The camera angle was from approximately 45 aft of theY -axis. The outstroke
is shown in panels A–D, and the instroke in panels E–F. The main plane of the fin was aligned predominantly with the Y -axis during sweep. The time stamp
indicates the time within the 1.67-s cycle and the number in parenthesis represents the decimal fraction within the fin’s cycle.

V. RESULTS

A. Sweep

The data displayed in Fig. 11(a) are typical of the forces pro-
duced by the fin when the fin was moved using the sweep motion
(Fig. 12). The curve with the larger amplitudes (solid) represents
the thrust (positive force) and drag (negative force) produced
when the fin was cycled through a full 90 displacement. The
smaller amplitude curve (dashed) represents the force produced
by the fin when the fin was cycled through approximately 60 .
Because coupling between the curl and the sweep component
motions would cause the fin to be displaced through a greater
angle than when the fin was moved by sweep alone, it was nec-
essary to reduce the magnitude of the sweep component when
it was combined with the curl component to maintain a 90 dis-
placement. Therefore, the 60 sweep motion is what was built
upon when other components were added to the sweep motion,
but it is the force produced during the 90 displacement that
was compared directly to the force produced by other fin mo-
tions that moved through 90 .

All versions of the biorobotic fin produced a larger magni-
tude peak thrust during the fin’s instroke than peak drag during
the outstroke. The periods over which thrust and drag were pro-
duced were nearly equal. The result was that the fins were able to
impart a net positive impulse on the water using only the sweep
motion, which would act to propel a UUV forward. In the ex-
ample shown in Fig. 11(a), which is from the baseline prototype,
the maximum thrust during the 90 displacement was 0.33 N
and the maximum drag was 0.28 N. The change in momentum
created by the fin’s thrust was 0.17 kg m s , which was 70%
greater than the 10 kg m s change in momentum created by
the fin’s drag.

All fin versions performed similarly when the amplitude
of the sweep displacement was reduced from 90 to 60 , but
as expected, the force and impulse exerted on the water was
decreased. The shapes of the force curves were similar, but

the maximum thrust and drag were reduced by 30%–40%, as
was the net momentum imparted to the water. In the example
shown in Fig. 11(a), maximum thrust decreased from 0.33 to
0.21 N, the magnitude of the peak drag decreased from 0.28 to
0.17 N, and the net change in momentum decreased from 0.07
to 0.05 kg m s .

When moved through the water using only sweep, the fins
did not appear to be very rigid. The fins would bend along their
length, from the base to the tip of the fin rays, away from the
direction of movement (Fig. 12). Although the biorobotic fins
were very flexible, they did not appear to be nearly as com-
pliant as the sunfish pectoral fin. Whereas the biological pec-
toral fin has a fluidity to its movement, the biorobotic fins moved
more stiffly. Decreasing the number of fin rays from five to four,
which made the fin more compliant by increasing the amount of
webbing material relative to the number of structural supports,
caused the biorobotic fin’s motions to look smoother, less me-
chanical, and consequently more biological.

B. Curl and Sweep

Curl was designed to affect the curvature and stiffness of the
fin, but it was not decoupled completely from the sweep move-
ment. When activated, it caused the fin to curve [Fig. 10(b)], but
also to be rotated forward or back, and when added to a sweep
movement would cause the fin to move through a greater dis-
placement. Therefore, the amplitude of the curl motion was se-
lected so that when added to a 60 sweep, the fin would move
through 90 . Curl could be used to affect stiffness or the shape
of the fin without rotating the fin by using the sweep actuators to
oppose the motion induced by the curl component motion. This
worked well when the fin was held statically, but became more
difficult to accomplish when the fin was being swept to produce
force.

Compared to a 90 sweep movement, the combined curl and
sweep motion increased both the magnitude of the peak thrust
and drag and the impulse imparted to the water. But because the
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Fig. 13. Images of the four-ray fin conducting a motion that combined all four components: sweep, curl, cupping, and expansion. The camera angle was from
approximately 85 aft of the Y -axis. The fin cupped about its spanwise axis as it swept forward (panels A–D), formed almost a cylinder as it transitioned from
the outstroke to the instroke (panel E), and then uncupped and expanded during the instroke (panels F–H). The curl component did not alter the shape of the fin
significantly, but did serve to stiffen the fin. This sequence demonstrates the most extreme cupping motion that the robotic fins were able to execute. Like for the
fish, the dorsal (left) edge is cupped farther forward than the shorter, ventral edge. However, in this case, the dorsal edge was pulled far forward, past the midline
of the fin, such that the backside of the fin was presented to the oncoming flow. During trials conducted to measure force, the maximum amount of cupping was
limited to be like that shown in panel C.

impulse was increased during both the thrust and drag portions
of the stroke cycle, the net momentum imparted to the water
by the fin when curl and sweep were combined was not signifi-
cantly greater than when sweep alone was used. In the example
shown in Fig. 11, the maximum thrust increased from 0.33 to
0.39 N and the impulse created by the thrust increased from 0.17
to 0.20 kg m s . The magnitude of the peak drag increased
from 0.27 to 0.41 N and the drag impulse increased from 0.10
to 0.13 kg m s . The net impulse of 0.07 kg m s was iden-
tical to the net change in the momentum from sweep alone.

Visually, the fin appeared more rigid than when moved
through the water by sweep alone. The distal end of the fin still
bent away from the direction of motion, but overall there was
much less of a bend in the fin from the base towards its distal
end.

C. Expansion and Sweep

The addition of expansion to the instroke of the 60 sweep
motion had a significant effect on the thrust and impulse pro-
duced by the fins [Fig. 11(b)]. In general, the peak thrust more
than doubled, while the drag force created during the outstroke
was largely unchanged. The result of greatly increasing the fin’s
thrust, but not significantly its drag, was that the net positive im-
pulse imparted to the water by the fin was greatly increased by
the addition of the expansion component. In the example shown
in Fig. 11, adding expansion to the 60 sweep motion increased
peak thrust from 0.21 to 0.62 N, while the magnitude of the
maximum drag increased only from 0.17 to 0.18 N. The im-
pulse from the thrust force was 0.20 kg m s and from the drag
force was 0.08 kg m s . The net change in the momentum
of 12 kg m s was more than double that from the 60 sweep
motion alone.

Because expansion was activated using a sinusoid, the fin’s
area was not increased equally through the entire instroke and,
therefore, the thrust was not improved uniformly. As can be seen
in Fig. 11, the thrust produced using the expansion and sweep
components began the same as when sweep alone was activated,
but rose to a much larger value and dropped more quickly. The
timing of the peak in the thrust was controlled by the phase rela-
tionship between the expansion and sweep sinusoids. Expansion
of the fin is shown in Fig. 13, although the motion is complicated
slightly in these images by the fin uncupping at the beginning
of the instroke.

D. Curl, Expansion, and Sweep

Adding both expansion and curl to the sweep motion elicited
both the benefits and drawbacks of both component motions.
In general, the maximum thrust was as large as when the fin
was moved using expansion and sweep, and the duration over
which a larger magnitude of thrust was produced was as long as
when curl and sweep were used [Fig. 11(b)]. This resulted in the
impulse that was imparted to the water by the thrust to be larger
than when either curl or expansion was combined alone with
sweep. The drawback to this combination of components was
that the drag force and the impulse imparted to the water by the
drag was also large. As can be seen in Fig. 11, the drag force was
almost identical to the force produced by the fin when curl and
sweep were used. This large drag force effectively negated the
benefit of the large and long-duration thrust. In three of the four
biorobotic fins, the net impulse produced using curl, expansion,
and sweep was greater than when sweep and curl were used, but
less than when expansion and sweep were used. The net impulse
from expansion, curl, and sweep was 0.10, 0.12 kg m s from
expansion and sweep and 0.07 kg m s from curl and sweep.
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E. Cupping, Curl, Expansion, and Sweep

Cupping was initiated at the beginning of the outstroke
[Fig. 13(a)] and was maintained such that the fin was cupped
about its span-axis as it was swept from the horizontal to the
vertical. The cupping component pulled the ventral and dorsal
fin rays forward of the medial section of the fin so that two
leading edges were created during the outstroke [Fig. 13(b)].
As the fin was swept forward, a pocket formed in the medial
section such that the fin’s shape was somewhat cylindrical.
Cupping was turned off at the beginning of the instroke so that
the fin’s area could be increased by the expansion component
[Fig. 13(g)].

This fin motion, which combined all four component mo-
tions, was similar to that of the sunfish during steady swimming,
especially during the first half of the outstroke [Fig. 13(a)–(c)]
and the second two thirds of the instroke [Fig. 13(f)–(h)]. A
DPIV analysis of the flow around the fin showed that, like the
sunfish fin, cupping of the robotic fin’s upper and lower leading
edges produced vortices on the fin’s upper and lower surfaces.
Although the movement and conformations of the biorobotic
and sunfish fins were similar, there were obvious differences be-
tween the motions. First, the biorobotic fins were swept through
90 , from the horizontal (0 ) to the vertical (90 ). This was
greater than the approximately 45 –65 through which the sun-
fish fins are typically swept, but was selected as the standard
because it was convenient for experimentation. A second differ-
ence was in the amount that the fins bent as they moved through
the water. As shown in Fig. 3, the upper and most spanwise por-
tions of the sunfish fin were bent away from the direction of the
fin’s movement. The biorobotic fins exhibited a similar amount
of bending when swept through the water without the cupping
component (Fig. 12), but the amount of bending was reduced
when the cupping component was added to the sweep motions.

Representative results are shown in Fig. 14 to illustrate the
effect that cupping had on the force produced by the fin. The
drag force produced by the fin changed significantly when cup-
ping was used. The maximum magnitude of the drag force was
always reduced, sometimes by half. However, this did not al-
ways cause the impulse from the drag force to be lowered. The
timing and shape of the drag profile were also affected, which
caused to increase the impulse created by the fin’s drag force
in some trials and to decrease the impulse in others. In the ex-
ample shown in Fig. 14, the addition of cupping caused the mag-
nitude of the peak drag force to decrease from 0.50 to 0.39 N,
but the impulse from the drag remained 0.17 kg m s due to
the greater duration over which drag was produced.

Cupping, which was deactivated near the beginning of the
fin’s instroke, had little effect on the thrust. The timing of when
the thrust force peaked and its duration were slightly different
from when cupping was not used, but the values of peak thrust
and its total impulse changed very little. In the example shown
in Fig. 14, peak thrust dropped from 0.60 to 0.58 N, and the
impulse from the thrust decreased from 0.26 to 0.24 kg m s .

F. Cupping Alone

To see the effect of cupping alone, the fin was held in the hor-
izontal position and the cupping component was actuated. The

Fig. 14. Effect of cupping on the force produced by the four-ray fin. (a) Force
created by the fin using sweep, curl, and expansion (dashed), and when the cup-
ping component was added to sweep, curl, and expansion (solid). (b) Force
produced exclusively by the cupping component when the fin was positioned
horizontally.

magnitudes of the forces were much smaller than those created
when the fin was swept forward and back, but interestingly the
cupping motion produced two regions of thrust. Similar to the
sunfish, positive thrust was generated as the fin was cupped and
then again as the fin was uncupped [Fig. 14(b)]. There was little
difference in the magnitudes of the forces that were created by
each of the four prototype fins.

G. Rowing

A motion that resembled rowing, where the fin was feath-
ered into the water during the outstroke and then made to paddle
back during the instroke (Fig. 15), was used to determine if the
drag force could be lowered significantly while still creating a
large thrust using a paddling motion. Trials were conducted with
the four-ray fin only. The feathering motion was made by com-
bining asymmetric cupping, sweep, and curl components. The
dorsal edge of the fin was cupped and the dorsal fin ray was
swept through 90 . The more ventral rays were swept forward
actively with reduced displacements. This caused the fin to ef-
fectively rotate about the base such that the fin’s motion was led
by the dorsal edge [Fig. 15(b)–(d)]. The more ventral fin rays
lagged behind the dorsal fin ray, but were then pulled forward
as the compliant base was stretched.

Visually, the dorsal edge of the fin seemed to move strongly
through the water, while the ventral half appeared to follow pas-
sively and to be very compliant. The fin, led by the motion of
the dorsal edge, would twist smoothly into the flow, and then as
the dorsal edge was uncupped and the dorsal ray swept back, the
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Fig. 15. Four-ray fin conducting a rowing motion. The camera angle is from approximately 45 aft of the Y -axis. The fin was twisted and feathered into the flow
such that its motion was led by the fin’s dorsal edge (panels 1–4). The fin was then brought square with the flow (panel 5), such that the main plane of the fin was
aligned with the Y -axis and all fin rays were paddled back together (panels 6–8).

Fig. 16. Forces from the rowing motion. The force created by the fin using
sweep, curl, and cupping (thin solid), and when the fin was feathered into the
flow during the outstroke by using an asymmetric sweep, curl, and cupping
(thick solid).

fin rays would seem to align and complete the last half of the in-
stroke together such that the plane of the fin was perpendicular
to the direction of movement [Fig. 15(f)–(h)].

Of all combinations of the component motions, the rowing
movement produced the lowest peak drag force and smallest
drag impulse. Representative results are shown in Fig. 16. The
peak drag produced by the feathering motion was one third of
that produced by the normal sweep, curl, and cupping compo-
nents ( 0.12 versus 0.39 N) and the impulse from the drag
was about half ( 0.06 versus 0.11 kg m s ). Thrust and its
impulse were also reduced. Peak thrust decreased from 0.63 to
0.48 N and its impulse decreased from 0.28 to 0.19 kg m s .
Although the drag forces were lowered significantly, the net im-
pulse imparted to the water by the fin was smaller than when
the fin’s motion was not feathered and all fin rays were moved
through a full 90 (0.13 versus 0.17 kg m s ).

H. Decreased Passive Stiffness in Fin Rays

The prototype fin that used fin rays with the lowest passive
stiffness generally had lower peak thrust and drag forces, and
imparted less impulse to the water during the separate periods
over which the thrust and drag forces occurred. A comparison of
forces and the impulse created by the forces is shown in Table I
for this five-ray fin (fin B) and the baseline, five-ray fin (fin A).

Visually, this fin appeared pliant and was bent further when
swept through the water than the baseline fin. Also, the force
profiles were more oscillatory and varied more in magnitude
than the force produced by the fins that used more rigid fin rays.
In contrast to the results for the other fins, the 90 sweep mo-
tion created larger peak forces than did the combined curl and
sweep motion. However, as with the other fins, the use of curl to
actively stiffen the fin rays increased the impulse from the thrust
and drag and improved the fin’s ability to impart momentum to
the water.

Although reducing the passive stiffness of the fin rays de-
creased the fin’s ability to change the momentum of the water
with its thrust and drag forces, the net change in the momentum
that the fin created was not always smaller than the stiffer fins.
In the example shown in Table I, the net impulse for the fin with
reduced stiffness was slightly higher than for the fin with the
stiffer fin rays when the fins were actuated using sweep, curl,
and expansion, and using sweep, curl, expansion, and cupping.

I. Increased Webbing Stiffness

The use of a 50% stiffer webbing material effectively negated
the ability of the curl component to modulate the stiffness of
the fin and to affect the force produced by the fin. Overall, the
performance of this fin was similar to that of the other five-ray
fins when they had the curl component activated. The expansion
and cupping components affected this fin’s performance in the
same manner as described for the other fins. However, unlike
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF FORCES AND IMPULSES BETWEEN BASELINE FIN (A) AND FIN WITH FIN RAYS OF LOWER PASSIVE STIFFNESS (B).

IN ALMOST ALL CASES, THE STIFFER FIN RAYS RESULTED IN HIGHER FORCES AND IMPULSES (SHOWN IN BOLD)

the other fins, there was very little difference in the thrust and
drag produced by the fin when curl was activated or deactivated.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Biorobotic Fin Design

The key to the success of this design as an experimental de-
vice and as a prototype UUV propulsor were the high level of
control over the fin’s motion and shape and the flexibility that
existed in how the fin could be used. By actuating individual
fin rays with tendons that pulled in several directions, rather
than by actuating the fin as a single foil with only a few de-
grees of freedom, and by having a base and webbing that could
be twisted, reoriented, and flexed, few constraints were placed
on how the fin could be moved, and an enormous amount of
freedom was available to explore how the fin could be manip-
ulated to produce thrust. The fin was able to create the desired
four component motions, could be commanded so that the com-
ponent motions were combined essentially independently, and
could be made to produce fin motions not commonly used by
the sunfish, such as feathering and paddling. Once this design
is made more robust, it will be an excellent candidate for an
analysis that discovers, through artificial evolution [35] or other
optimization methods, fin motions that are ideal for producing
thrust and maneuvering forces. Although the sunfish is very ef-
fective at producing and vectoring thrust, motions that replicate
the kinematics of the sunfish pectoral fin may not necessarily be
optimal for use by a UUV.

However, the biorobotic fin’s level of control and many de-
grees of freedom were a direct result of using a design that was
based heavily on the anatomy of the sunfish pectoral fin. The
designs of the fin rays, flexible webbing, compliant base mecha-
nism, nylon tendons, and isolated actuators were simple relative
to Nature’s, but they all retained the basic functionality of their
biologic counterparts. The elegant bilaminar design borrowed
for the fin rays allowed for the curvature and stiffness of the fin

to be actively controlled without requiring actuators or complex
linkages to penetrate the fin webbing. The webbing remained
thin and the fin very flexible, yet the fin could be shaped and
adjusted locally to have desired characteristics. The compliant
base mechanism, like the radial bones and cartilage pad in the
pectoral fin girdle, gave support, yet allowed the fin to be bent
and twisted. The use of such a design, coupled with the detailed
knowledge of the sunfish pectoral fin’s kinematics and anatomy,
made it easier to identify and study fin properties, such as flex-
ibility, that affect motion and force production.

The stiffness of the fin rays and webbing was shown to be
important to the production of thrust. The general conclusions
are that the webbing should be very flexible so that it can be
expanded and contoured by the fin rays, and so that the fin
moves smoothly and gracefully through the water, like the fin
of the sunfish. For this design, webbing material with a mod-
ulus of elasticity of 0.10 MPa was found empirically to work
well. When a urethane that was 50% stiffer was used, the fin
moved more like a rigid plank than a compliant structure, and
any advantages from there being a dynamic interaction between
the flexible structure with the fluid may have been lost [18], [36].
The stiffer webbing also prevented the fin rays from being able
to actively increase the stiffness of the fin, consequently elim-
inating their ability to modulate the force produced by the fin.
Relative to the webbing, the fin rays should be stiff enough so
that the fin moves through the water without bending or flapping
excessively, and they must be designed so that their passive stiff-
ness is complemented appropriately by the increase in stiffness
that occurs when they are actively curled. As shown by Table I,
the stiffness of the fin rays affected the level of force produced
by the fin. In general, the fin with stiffer fin rays produced higher
levels of force. There was, however, approximately the same in-
crease in thrust and drag when the fin rays were actively stiff-
ened. Additionally, we believe that the dimple that forms on the
upper surface of the sunfish fin (Fig. 3) is crucial to the move-
ment of the vortices along the upper fin surface (Fig. 6), and
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that its formation is due to the fish modulating the stiffness of
the fin in that area. To accomplish this well with the biorobotic
fin, the flexibility of the fin will have to be tuned distally as
well as chordwise by designing the properties of each fin ray
individually.

The webbing of the biorobotic fin was pleated so that the
fin’s area could be more easily expanded by spreading the fin
rays. The webbing of the sunfish pectoral fin does not have large
pleats like the artificial web, but pleats are not unheard of in bi-
ological wings [37]. The effect that the spanwise pleats have
on the hydrodynamics of the biorobotic fin has not yet been
determined.

The compliant base mechanism (Fig. 8) allowed for complex
fin motions to occur without the need of a complicated hinge
structure. It allowed the base of the fin to be bent, rotated, and
twisted, and for the fin rays to be moved in their desired direc-
tions. Constraints on the motion of the fin rays were imposed
only by the direction with which the tendons pulled the base of
each ray and by the structure or hydrodynamics resisting a mo-
tion with more force than could be exerted by the servomotors.
The many degrees of freedom offered by the base mechanism
were crucial to being able to mix component motions and to
create interesting combinations of movements.

The compliance of the base mechanism did, however, cause
some difficulties. In particular, the flexibility of the head and
neck structures affected how the curl component could be ac-
tuated. Rather than being able to implement curl and sweep in
a manner similar to the fish, where a pair of agonist/antagonist
muscles is used to displace the two bases of a fin ray relative
to the other, curl was implemented using a single tendon that
pulled up on one fin ray base and down on the other. When curl
was implemented using the agonist/antagonist method, the head
and neck of the base mechanism tended to buckle and prevented
sweep from being actuated smoothly. By switching to the single
tendon method [Fig. 9(b)] the two fin ray bases were first pulled
tightly against the head and then were shifted in position. This
caused the stiffness of the fin rays to be increased, but also for
the fin rays and the fin to be pulled forward. This meant that
curl was not decoupled from sweep, but did make it possible to
modulate the stiffness of the fin. To account for the movement
caused by the curl actuators, the amplitude of the sweep actu-
ators was reduced so that the fin was swept through the same
displacement in all experimental trials.

As in the sunfish, where the muscles that act on the pectoral
fin are in the fish’s body, the actuators for the biorobotic fin
were isolated from the fin and transferred forces via tendons.
The modularity of this design means that any actuators with
appropriate performance specifications can be used. The servo-
motors used in these first generation prototypes were not ideal,
but were selected because of the ease with which they could be
implemented and their affordability. Their primary drawback is
that they do not offer explicit control over their force output or
the velocity at which they move to a commanded position. It
was found experimentally that their position could be updated
no faster than every 0.06 s (16.67 Hz). This produced satisfac-
torily smooth 0.60-Hz motions, but limited how quickly the fin
could be moved and its position controlled. The next generation

prototype will implement linear Lorentz force actuators that will
be built inhouse for improved performance.

B. Component Motions and Coupling

The biorobotic fins produced the sweep, curl, expansion, and
cupping motions that were good first-order approximations of
the motions observed in the first three modes of the POD anal-
ysis. These four component motions were combined to produce
complex fin motions that looked biological and similar to the
movements made by the sunfish pectoral fin.

The four component motions could be combined, but they
were not completely decoupled: the activation of curl caused
the fin to sweep forward and/or back and the cupping motion
interfered with expanding the area of the fin. These interactions
meant that a component motion could not be added to a move-
ment without regard for the components that were already being
actuated. This coupling of component motions made it slightly
more difficult to attribute changes in the forces produced by
the fin solely to the phenomenon that an individual component
was designed to create. For example, more thrust was produced
during the fin’s instroke when using expansion, curl, and sweep
than when using only curl and sweep [Fig. 11(b)]. The increased
peak thrust was due largely to the area of the fin being increased
by the expansion component. However, we cannot be certain
that all of the force increase was due to the fin’s larger area, as
the interaction between cupping and expansion may have also
caused a change in the shape of the fin’s surface. Obvious inter-
actions between component motions were addressed by altering
how the components were used and combined. When curl was
added to a sweep motion the amplitude of the sweep component
was reduced so that the displacement of the fin during the fin
beat remained 90 . The coupling between cupping and expan-
sion did not have a great effect on the fin because the two com-
ponent motions were not actuated simultaneously. Cupping was
used during the outstroke and expansion during the instroke.
How quickly cupping was deactivated did affect how quickly
the expansion component was able to increase the area of the
fin.

C. Forces From Component Motions

The sweep, curl, and expansion components affected the
forces produced by the fin in a manner that was expected, and
provided insight into how these component motions might be
combined to produce forces appropriate for propelling and ma-
neuvering a UUV. The basic sweep motion (Fig. 12) produced
near-equal periods of thrust and drag, with the magnitude
and impulse of the thrust being greater than that of the drag
[Fig. 11(a)]. The net impulse imparted to the water was positive,
which would tend to propel the UUV forward. This force can
be biased more towards thrust, and made more appropriate for
use in propelling a UUV, by sweeping the robotic fin from the
horizontal through an angle smaller than the 90 used in these
studies.

The addition of curl to the sweep motion stiffened the fin by
pulling the bases of each hemitrich tightly against the heads
of the base mechanism, and increased the magnitude and im-
pulse of the thrust and drag forces. Because curl was activated
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during both the instroke and outstroke, thrust and drag were af-
fected similarly and the net impulse the fin imparted to the water
was not improved. However, these results demonstrated that the
force produced by the fin can be modulated by actively control-
ling fin stiffness. Without changing the motion of the fin, it is
possible to increase or decrease quickly the forces being pro-
duced simply by altering fin stiffness. This gives a fine level of
control over the force produced by the fin, and could be advan-
tageous during the maneuvering of a UUV, which can require
quick and small adjustments to thrust and drag. For an applica-
tion that wanted to maximize net thrust, it would thus be appro-
priate to stiffen the fin during the instroke and then reduce the
fin’s stiffness during the outstroke.

The expansion component increased the area of the fin during
the instroke and greatly increased the magnitude of the thrust
force. The period over which the thrust was increased was short,
but this was due to the expansion component being activated
using a sinusoid rather than a signal that expanded the fin fully
over a greater duration. The increase and decrease in the thrust
corresponded to the rise and fall of the sinusoid. When used to
propel an underwater vehicle it would obviously be beneficial
to hold the area of the fin open for a longer period.

When the sweep, curl, and expansion component motions
were combined, the forces produced were approximately the
summation of the forces produced by the individual sweep, curl,
and expansion components [Fig. 11(b)]. The increased area and
stiffness of the fin during the instroke produced a very good
thrust force, but because the curl component was not deactivated
during the outstroke, the drag force and its impulse were also
large. If used to propel a UUV, it would be more appropriate
to activate curl and expansion during the instroke to increase
thrust and to decrease drag during the outstroke by deactivating
curl and reducing the stiffness of the fin.

The rowing motion demonstrated one manner in which the
sweep, curl, and expansion components could be used to create
a high force during the instroke and low drag during the out-
stroke. For this motion, the fin was angled, or feathered, during
the outstroke so that the fin moved forward with a single leading
edge. The fin was then rotated to a more vertical position, and
then paddled back to produce thrust. This movement is effec-
tively aquatic rowing [16]. Although this rowing motion did not
produce as great a net impulse as when sweep, curl, and ex-
pansion were used without feathering, it did produce the lowest
peak drag force and the smallest drag impulse (Fig. 16) of any
fin motion that involved the sweep component. This would re-
sult in the fin or UUV having a smoother motion through the
water because it would not be decelerated as much with each
stroke.

This type of motion demonstrates the flexibility of this design
and highlights an important difference between this biorobotic
fin and more typical implementations of robotic pectoral fins
[5], [38], [39]. The many actuators and the flexibility of this
biorobotic fin enable it to create motions that potentially span
the space that ranges from rowing to flapping [16] to the com-
plex dual leading edge motions of the sunfish. A UUV that em-
ploys such a biorobotic fin could, therefore, use whichever mo-
tion was most efficient or effective for its speed and behavior.

An important difference between the dual leading edge mo-
tion, which is common among many fish, and the rowing and
flapping motion, which represent less common but more ex-
treme pectoral fin movements, is the production of drag. At low
speeds, the power stroke of a rowing motion is very effective at
creating large forces for maneuvering [13], [16]. However, even
when the fin is feathered into the flow during the recovery stroke,
the fin produces drag which works against the forward motion
of the fish and reduces its efficiency. This is not the case for the
dual leading edge motion of the sunfish pectoral fin, which can
produce positive thrust during all phases of the fin beat. Imple-
menting such a motion could greatly improve the efficiency of
fin-based propulsion and maneuver, as the fin will not produce
drag that retards forward motion and its small lateral and lift
forces are less likely to cause oscillations that can interfere with
hovering.

The cupping component was added to the fundamental sweep
of the fin to create the dual leading edge motion employed by the
sunfish and as a mechanism for producing positive thrust during
the outstroke. As with all of the fin motions that employed a
sweep of the fin, thrust was produced during the fin’s instroke,
but the cupping motion did not cause thrust, instead of drag, to
be created during the outstroke. This differs from the results for
the sunfish and for POD mode 1 where the combination of cup-
ping and sweep was shown to produce thrust as the fin moved
away from the fish body. The peak magnitude of the robotic
fin’s drag force was generally reduced by the cupping motion
[Fig. 14(a)], but this is believed to have been due to the cup-
ping movement reducing the area of the fin and putting the fin
in a lower drag, cylindrical shape. This is supported also by the
increased duration of the drag force profile, which corresponds
more closely to the time that the fin is being moved forward.

However, results that show that the cupping component can
indeed produce a thrust force during the outstroke were seen
when the fin was positioned horizontally and cupping was acti-
vated without any sweep. In these trials, two peaks of thrust were
created as the fin was cupped and then reopened [Fig. 14(b)].
The magnitude of these thrust peaks was small, about 0.1 N, so
if the cupping motion had produced this level of force when the
fin was also being swept forward, the thrust would have been
masked by the larger drag forces created by the other compo-
nent motions.

The different relative magnitudes of the cupping and sweep
movements in the sunfish and in the biorobotic fin may explain
why the thrust from cupping of the biorobotic was too small
to overcome the drag force. For the sunfish, the POD analysis
identified that the pectoral fin’s movement was dominated by
the cupping motion. Mode 1, which can be described as cupping
with a slight sweep, accounted for 40% of the fin’s total move-
ment. Relative to the thrust produced by cupping of the leading
edges, the drag produced by the sunfish fin’s slight sweep for-
ward was probably small. A POD analysis has not been con-
ducted on the biorobotic fin, but in contrast to the sunfish, the
sweep motion of the biorobotic fin moved the fin through 90
and visually dominated the fin’s motion. Cupping had a signif-
icant effect on the shape of the fin, but the duration over which
the leading edges of the fin were accelerated to put the fin into
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the cupped configuration was short relative to the duration over
which the fin was swept forward. Because of that, sweep is
a more significant motion of the biorobotic fin and produces
higher levels of drag than in the sunfish; so to be effective in
the biorobotic fin, the cupping motion may have to be improved
so that it accounts for a larger portion of the force, or it may only
be effective when the other component motions produce lower
forces such as when the fin is being moved slowly, or through
small sweep angles.

Based solely on observation, we believe that the flexibility of
the fin’s distal end is an important element in the creation of
thrust by cupping. The cupping motion is more pronounced at
the base of the fin than it is at the fin’s distal end. As the fin
is cupped or opened, the distal end does not fold immediately
about the spanwise axis, but seems to bend about the chord and
create a small flapping motion. This motion could impart a thrust
force onto the water. The flapping of the fin’s distal end is, in
fact, much more prominent in the movement of the sunfish pec-
toral fin than in the robotic fins, which lends support for it being
an important factor in the production of thrust during the out-
stroke. This phenomenon is being investigated using a robotic
fin that recreates the fish’s cupping motion and its flexibility
more exactly and that tunes the flexibility of the fin to create
a resonant flapping as the fin is cupped and swept forward.

VII. CONCLUSION

This research used results from studies of the anatomy, kine-
matics, and hydrodynamics analyses of the bluegill sunfish pec-
toral fin to guide the design and build a biorobotic pectoral
fin propulsor. The biological studies identified that the sunfish
uses a complex pectoral fin motion during maneuvering and
low-speed propulsion that is very different from the rowing and
flapping models that have typically been used to describe pec-
toral fin swimming. The fin’s movements are characterized by
two leading edges that create leading edge vortices, a cupping
of the fin about its spanwise axis, a dimpling along the upper
surface that moves spanwise along the fin, a reorientation of the
fin at its base, and significant area changes as the fin sweeps
forward and back. These motions are due to the fish actively
controlling the fin’s shape and stiffness, and to a dynamic in-
teraction between the fluid and the flexible fin. A result of this
complex motion is that the fin produces relatively large posi-
tive thrust and small levels of lift and lateral forces during both
the outstroke and instroke portions of the fin beat. Little energy
is, therefore, wasted accelerating the fish up and down, laterally
or backwards. Despite the complexity of the movements exhib-
ited by the sunfish pectoral fin, the POD analysis indicated that
it would be unnecessary to replicate the entire fin motion. CFD
simulations indicated that cupping of the leading edges as the fin
moved away from the fish body was instrumental in producing
thrust during the outstroke, and that a majority of the thrust pro-
duced by the pectoral fin can be recovered using the gaits synthe-
sized from the first few modes of POD analysis. These findings
made it much simpler to define functional requirements for the
robotic fin.

Although simple in structure relative to their biological coun-
terparts, the components in the robotic fin served similar func-

tions to those in the sunfish. The compliant mechanisms used in
the biorobotic fin allowed the fin to move with many degrees
of freedom, and the tendon and fin ray arrangement allowed
there to be a high level of active control over the fin and its mo-
tion. The design successfully produced the four desired compo-
nent motions—sweep, curl, expansion, and cupping—and en-
abled these component motions to be combined to produce more
complicated movements that resembled those used by the sun-
fish. The fin was also able to create motions not typically used
for propulsion by the sunfish, such as feathering and paddling,
which demonstrated that a design such as this would allow a
UUV to draw from a wide range of motions and use whichever
was best suited for the particular task.

The sweep, curl, and expansion components affected the pro-
duction of force in a manner that was expected. The force pro-
duced by the fin could be modulated by curl, which affected
the fin’s stiffness, and by expansion, which affected the fin’s
area. When added to other motions, cupping reduced the mag-
nitude of the drag force, but did not cause the biorobotic fin to
produce thrust during the outstroke as is done by the sunfish.
This was possibly due to the drag from the other components
being significantly greater than the thrust produced by the cup-
ping motion. The results did show that when cupping was used
alone, two positive thrust peaks were produced: one as the fin
was cupped and another as the fin was opened. These results are
very promising and require further study.

The study and analysis of the pectoral fin of the sunfish and
the subsequent design and construction of a first generation
biorobotic fin that can closely replicate the motions of the
biological fin is an important first step towards developing
propulsive devices that will give UUVs the ability to produce
and control thrust like highly maneuverable fish.
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